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EDC employees get
First Gen attributable
recurring net income up 11% vaxxed against COVID-19
FIRST Gen Corporation ended the first half of 2021 with
an 11% improvement to P7.1
billion ($148 million) in recurring net income attributable to
equity holders from the operations of its 3,495-megawatt
(MW) clean, low-carbon and
renewable portfolio.
First Gen had P6.7 billion
($133 million) in recurring
earnings from the same period
in 2020.
“Power demand bounced back
to pre-pandemic levels despite
the limitations brought about by
the persistently slow recovery of
the economy. Brownouts experienced in the second quarter of
2021 highlight the importance
of keeping our portfolio properly maintained and running,”
said First Gen president and
COO Giles Puno.

“We are steadily progressing
with constructing the country’s
first LNG [liquefied natural
gas] terminal for delivery in
4Q2022. We are also working
to deliver more power projects
across our portfolio despite the
uncertainty surrounding the
market and its accompanying
business risks,” Puno added.
The natural gas platform
delivered a 21% increase in
recurring earnings for 1H21
to P5.2 billion ($107 million)
from P4.5billion ($88 million)
in 1H20. From an attributable
net income to parent of P4.5
billion ($88 million) in the first
semester of 2020, the gas platform’s contribution increased to
P5.2 billion ($108 million) for
1H21.
Energy Development Corporation (EDC) contributed

Tender offer for FGEN
PHILIPPINES Clean Energy Holding Inc. (PCEHI)
is bidding to acquire between
3.00% to 5.70% of issued and
outstanding common shares
of First Gen Corporation
(FGEN) through a tender offer ongoing since Sept. 1 and
ending at 12 noon on Sept. 29.

A unit of KKR Asia Pacific, PCEHI set the tender
offer price at P33 per share
and appointed BDO Securities Corporation as tender
agent. FGEN shareholders may direct queries to
bdosec-customercare@bdo.
com.ph.

recurring attributable earnings
from its geothermal, wind and
solar platform amounting to
P2.3 billion ($47 million) as of
June 30, 2021, only 3% lower
in comparison to the P2.4 billion ($48 million) it earned in
1H20. The renewable energy
company’s attributable net
income to parent of P2.2 billion ($46 million) for the first
six months of 2021 was hardly
changed from the same period
in 2020.
The hydro platform’s recurring earnings contribution grew
to P0.3 billion ($6 million) for
1H21. The platform’s attributable earnings in 1H21 were
likewise higher at P0.3 billion
($6 million) from P0.2 billion
($5 million) in the same period
last year.
First Gen’s consolidated revenues from the sale of electricity
in 1H21 were higher at P50.8
billion ($1,054 million), a 12%
upward movement of P3.1 billion ($115 million) from P47.7
billion ($939 million) in the
first semester of 2020.
The natural gas portfolio accounted for 58% of First Gen’s
total consolidated revenues.
EDC’s geothermal, wind and
solar revenues accounted for
36%, while the hydro plants accounted for 5%.

With AirConsole, families can get into
gaming without breaking the bank
AIRCONSOLE allows families to level up their bonding
moments with a no-frills gaming setup for all ages, providing its users fun casual gaming
without breaking the bank.
With AirConsole, users can
experience cross-platform gaming by using a smartphone as
the gamepad and computer web
browsers, Android TVs or tablets as the main screen, making
it more affordable than traditional gaming setups.
“In AirConsole, we take this
gaming experience to a whole
new social dimension by enabling people to collaborate or
challenge each other and therefore experience stronger social
bonds and emotions in a collective setting,” said Anthony
Cliquot, chief operating officer
of AirConsole.
AirConsole has a vast selection of multiplayer games,
including quizzes, sports, racing, strategy, cards, classic ar-

cade and party
games,
with
over 160 titles
to choose from.
All of these
games, unique
in-game content and more
premium features to level
up stay-at-home bonding with
the family await AirConsole users via SKY. Just download and
subscribe to the official AirConsole app to begin playing.
AirConsole’s advantage over
other casual games is its accessibility.
“Players can play together
on AirConsole without buying any additional hardware.
All you need is a SKY TV box
and the smartphones that you
already have,” Rafael Morgan,
head of publishing at AirConsole, said.
Plus, with a SKY Fiber subscription, not only could games

be played seamlessly online, but
access to the AirConsole Hero
plan is free for six months,
which is worth P249 a month
for non-SKY subscribers.
“With their access to AirConsole, families can savor
leveled-up bonding moments
without digging deep into their
budget, especially during this
time when many look for ways
to cope with the orders to stay
at home,” added Alan Supnet,
head for consumer broadband
products at SKY.
For more info, visit www.
mysky.com.ph/fiberf reemiums.

By Frances Ariola

ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) has kicked off
its COVID-19 vaccination program for its workforce of nearly
1,500 and their dependents
across the country to help keep
them safe and support the government’s aim of achieving herd
immunity against the virus.
“We are one with the government in its goal to protect
all Filipinos against the COVID-19 virus. As part of our
support to the national vaccination program, we procured
vaccines for our employees
and their dependents through
multiparty agreements in partnership with the Philippine
government. We also urged
and encouraged our employees through a series of health
dialogues with our medical
experts, even before the arrival
of the vaccines, to ease their
worries and help them decide
to get vaccinated,” said Atty.
Allan Barcena, EDC head of
corporate social responsibility
and public relations.
EDC piloted its vaccination
in its Pasig City head office on
July 24. It was soon followed
by the inoculation of employees in its geothermal sites in
Leyte and Negros, while its Bi-
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Lopez companies to launch e-bus service in Batangas
By Joel Gaborni

An employee waits to get his first shot during the kickoff inoculation at the EDC
headquarters in Pasig City
col, Kidapawan City and Ilocos
Norte workforce received their
first dose in early August.
The company expects to
complete its vaccination program within the fourth quarter
of this year. EDC’s vaccination
administration is being done by
its partners from AC Health
and Reliance United.
EDC gave employees the opportunity to have their dependents inoculated under its vaccination program as part of its
commitment to help keep their
families safe. More than 3,600

dependents across all sites were
listed in the program.
Beyond producing clean and
renewable sources of power,
EDC’s top priority is the safety
of its employees.
“Safety is our culture in EDC.
While we value producing that
much needed power for our
country, especially during this
pandemic, we always make sure
that our workforce is safe. Having our employees vaccinated
against COVID-19 is one step
closer to our country’s way to
recovery,” Barcena said.

SKY Fiber broadband plans
now come with WiFi mesh
NEW SKY Fiber subscribers
can level up their WiFi coverage at home as all broadband
plans come with free WiFi
mesh upon installation.
The WiFi mesh evenly distributes the network’s signal
throughout a large home, eliminating dead zones and giving
users constant wireless connectivity, secure web browsing and
fast streaming.
Alan Supnet, SKY head for
consumer broadband products,
said: “Encountering signal fluc-
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tuations at home limits productivity and comfort, which can
be costly for remote workers or
online learners. This is why we
believe that every household
should be equipped with a home
WiFi mesh system. With this in
mind, we have decided to offer
the device as a standard inclusion
in all our broadband packages so
that our subscribers can experience seamless fiber connection
without having to splurge.”
All plans are now bundled
with a high-speed modem and

WiFi mesh device. The number
of free mesh units will depend
on the chosen plan. A SKY
Fiber Unli Broadband plan of
20 Mbps comes with one unit
of WiFi mesh for only P999/
month, while Plan 40 Mbps
and above will entitle subscribers to two units.
When it comes to SKY
Fiber’s Unli Broadband + HD
Cable TV plans, the basic 10
Mbps plan will grant one unit
of WiFi mesh and a SKYcable
HD box. But for Plan 30 Mbps
and above, subscribers will receive two units of WiFi mesh
plus SKY Evo, the company’s
latest digibox innovation.
New and existing subscribers may add a SKY Fiber mesh
on top of their plan, which
they have an option to purchase for P1,900 per unit. To
strengthen your WiFi coverage at home, visit mysky.com.
ph/skyfiber.

LOPEZ Group companies
under First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) are
working together to introduce
a hi-tech, zero-emission bus
shuttle service project as part
of a program for integration
of more green technology
and decarbonization efforts
in their businesses and allied
services.
FPH said its engineering and
construction subsidiary First
Balfour, through unit Therma
One Transport Corporation
(TOTC), has reached an agreement with GET-Philippines,
the local arm of US-based
Global Electric Transport
Worldwide Inc. (GET), for the
initial acquisition from GET of
two new-generation COMET
electric buses.
TOTC has also finalized a
separate agreement with First
Philec Inc., another FPH subsidiary, for the use of the first
COMET bus by First Philec
employees in First Philippine
Industrial Park in Batangas.
TOTC plans to replicate the
nonpolluting transport project
in other business sites and projects where the project will be
suitable.
‘Integrating sustainability’
“We have been integrating sustainability in our businesses and in how we operate.
We have been looking at investing in electric vehicles for
service vehicles for some time
now. For us, this is the future,”

TOTC president Anthony
Fernandez stressed during the
agreement signing on Aug.
11.
Fernandez said the 30-passenger COMET buses, scheduled for delivery in October,
can travel up to 100 kilometers
on a single charge. Each bus
comes equipped with WiFi
connection, a GPS or global
positioning system device and
other amenities, including a
contact tracing app.
He explained that each
COMET bus can displace an
estimated 40,000 kilograms
of carbon dioxide that the bus
would otherwise spew to the
atmosphere if it were running
on fossil fuel.
Studies have tagged the
transport sector as a major
emitter of carbon dioxide, a
greenhouse gas whose massive
and continued buildup in the
atmosphere is being associated with climate change and
destructive weather patterns,
such as typhoons and floods.
An overwhelming number
of motor vehicles around the
world runs on gasoline or diesel—fossil fuels with high carbon dioxide content.
Green transport solutions
A shift to the use of electric
vehicles, which emit no carbon
dioxide, has been identified
as one solution to check the
buildup of more greenhouse
gas in the atmosphere. GET
is developing green transport

Officials from First Balfour, TOTC and GET-Philippines show copies of agreements they signed during an online signing ceremony Aug. 11 for the COMET buses.
They are (clockwise from top left) GET-Philippines managing director Anthony Dy, TOTC president Anthony Fernandez, GET-Philippines vice president SP
Sumulong, GET-Philippines president Freddie Tinga, TOTC GM Levi Dy and First Balfour CFO Jonathan Tansengco
solutions, like the COMET—
the acronym for Community
Optimized Managed Electric
Transport—as its response to
the climate problem.
First Philec and TOTC
tapped the services of GETPhilippines as their way of
reinforcing support for FPH’s
campaign against climate
change.
“I personally believe that the
greatest of all achievements
starts with an agglomeration
of small, meaningful and truly
insightful steps. This demonstrates that we are ready to
forge collaborations and partnerships for a decarbonized
and regenerative future,” First

Philec president Ariel Ong said
during the online signing ceremony. “We hope this is just
the beginning of a truly consistent set of activities in order
for us to share the mission and
the message to our employees,
to the larger community and to
the whole country.”
GET-Philippines president
Freddie Tinga added: “Partnering with the Lopez Group,
an organization renowned for
its priority in the sustainable
enterprise, is a huge milestone.
We expect that we will be together at the forefront of what
we believe is a changing of the
guard in the transport and sustainability sector.”

Carrageenan exporter inks deal for RE supply from First Gen

PBI now uses 100% renewable energy in its Laguna facility

PHILIPPINE Bio-Industries
Inc. (PBI), one of the country’s biggest exporters of refined carrageenan blends, has
tapped First Gen Corporation
for supply of electricity from
a renewable resource as part
of PBI’s plan to enhance its
sustainability efforts and align
them with those of customers
overseas.
PBI, through parent firm W
Hydrocolloids Inc. (WHI), finalized a one-year contract with
First Gen’s licensed retail electricity supplier Bac-Man Geothermal Inc. (BGI) for supply
of 650 kilowatts of electricity
from a geothermal power plant

to energize PBI’s carrageenan
production facilities in Calamba, Laguna.
First Gen vice president
Carlo Vega said the 150megawatt
Bacon-Manito
geothermal power facility in
the Bicol region is providing
PBI the required power supply. BGI, one of First Gen’s
licensed retail electricity suppliers, owns and operates the
integrated geothermal facility.
WHI president John Wee
said: “With this partnership, we
are now using 100% renewable
energy in our PBI facility in Laguna and are also in the process

of executing it for our Carmona
plant facility in Cavite. This
partnership aims to achieve our
commitment to a sustainable
future, from supporting ecological seaweed communities
for our raw materials to using
100% eco-clean energy in our
plant facilities.
“Our customers abroad, especially those in the EU, are
ramping up their respective
sustainability programs in support of global efforts to stop
the further buildup of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere that
aggravates man-made climate
change.
“We share with our custom-

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

ers their concern about the
environment. We aligned ourselves with their efforts by putting in place a stringent environmental protection program
to minimize our impact on the
environment.”
Vega thanked the WHI
Group for accepting First Gen’s
offer to shift to renewable energy.
“This partnership validates
our optimism that there are
thousands of other companies
out there that, like WHI, share
with us a common desire to
pursue a decarbonized and regenerative future,” he said. ( J.
Gaborni)
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If it’s in the dictionary, don’t use it (or
why you should upgrade your password)

Paul Jackson, Asia Pacific lead for cyber risk practice at Kroll

CYBERSECURITY...
from page 1

TIME and again, cybercriminals have proven to be agile operators, sharpening and transforming their tools in response
to world events and trends.
As Kroll’s Paul Jackson
put it, “criminal ingenuity is
constantly improving and organized crime becoming more
organized.”
Kroll, where Jackson serves
as Asia Pacific lead for cyber risk
practice, is a leading provider
of services and digital products
related to governance, risk and
transparency based in New York.
Jackson cited a case in point:
more than 20,000 COVID19-related domains and 2,500
Zoom-related domains were
registered in May 2021 alone as
criminals pounced on people’s
fear of COVID and on vulnerable work-from-home setups.
Along with Kroll managing
director James McLeary and
senior vice president Jay Go-

James McLeary, Kroll managing director

mez, Jackson conducted a session on cybercrime and security
for almost 100 Lopez Group
employees in August.
Further, Jackson shared a
July 2021 report from Intel471
indicating that ransomware
attacks, where the owner is
blocked from accessing their
files or data until they pay a
ransom, accounted for as much
as 75% of cybersecurity breaches, with Europe (35%), North
America (32%) and Asia (13%)
as the top three targets.
In terms of breaches reported by sector, professional
services and accounting represented 19%, followed by manufacturing (17%); consumer
and industrial products (15%);
technology, media and telecom
(10%); and energy, resources
and agriculture (9%).
Hackers target these sectors
because they possess critical
data that, if hijacked, make
them more likely to pay a
ransom so as to avoid disrupting their business operations,
Jackson said.

Visually
impersonating
domain name or domain name
spoofing, which is used in business email compromise (BEC),
is also seeing an uptick during
the pandemic. The scam has
become so rampant that it accounted for a third of cybercrime losses in 2020.
Even as he reiterated that
it is a valuable networking
tool, Jackson warned about
social engineering scams using LinkedIn, where criminals
make up headhunter profiles
and lure targets with offers of
better-paying jobs; they then
email the victim a job description file that infects their computer when they open it.
“If you connect with somebody on LinkedIn, somehow
it seems you can trust them. It
is very easy to social engineer
people into accepting malicious
documents. Be careful how you
represent your role because bad
guys are looking for decision
makers,” the cybersecurity expert cautioned.
Incident response

Jay Gomez, Kroll senior vice president
Companies looking to protect themselves need to identify
their “crown jewels” or most important assets, determine their
risk appetite, do a cyberthreat
scenario assessment (“know
your enemy in order to protect
yourself ”) and, lastly, address
these risks by putting the necessary improvements in place.
But if the unthinkable happens and an incident is reported,
who do you turn to? What do
you do?
Outlining Kroll’s response
in BEC or domain name abuse
incidents, Jackson referred to an
incident where an invoice for
a third party was intercepted
and the funds transferred to the
criminals.
In such a case, the team will
look into the email systems and
investigate where the compromise could be taking place. This
is often a slow and complex process that could be hampered by
various roadblocks. One is bulletproof hosting, where criminals
set up in locations with little or
no law enforcement.

Stressing that “email is a
critical gateway to your whole
organization,” he recommended
for companies to build up their
email defenses, conduct threat
hunting and ensure they’re not
already compromised. It is also
important to get the information to the cybersecurity team
within 24 or 48 hours.
When it comes to data
breach cases, Jackson said
“organizations should have a
conversation about how they
respond to it.”
“To start, you need to see
what the attackers had done
within the network—where they
got in, how they got in and did
they move around in the network. This is our core function.
We come in and we immediately
deploy tools that allow us to
have this visibility and will start
to tell the story of what actually
occurred,” Jackson explained.
Aside from identifying
which data could be at risk, the
team will also determine what
the attackers actually did with
the data.

“Did they take it out, just
look at it, damage it, encrypt
it. More importantly, you need
to know if the attackers are still
in the network. You cannot do
business securely until you are
sure attackers are no longer in
your network,” he stressed.
The latter part of the process includes, with the help
of the company’s leaders, deciding what is reportable to
the authorities and when to
report.
In the end, companies can
know the answers only by testing, running through different
scenarios and doing tabletop
exercises.
Emergence of the CISO
According to James McLeary,
the CISO role emerged only in
the last few years. The CISO
must be someone who is technologically competent and can
promote the security agenda in
a way that will resonate with his
or her peers. He or she can be a
full-time employee or an external expert; given the difficulty of
hiring the perfect person for the

job, McLeary said it is entirely
possible to hire two people—an
in-house CISO and an external
adviser.
With regard to choosing
the right cybersecurity framework, Jackson asserted that it
should not be an IT decision as
it is something that affects the
whole company.
McLeary agreed: “A lot
of the success of the security
function will hinge upon making sure the framework is the
right one and that everyone has
bought into it.”
One example is the globally
adopted framework National
Institute of Standards and
Technology
Cyber
Security Framework (NIST-CSF),
which uses a language nontech execs can readily buy into
and helps connect the security
agenda to the overall business
vision and mission and strategies, McLeary said.
“It just really revolves around
five key pillars: identify, protect,
detect, respond and recover.
Business impact is critical—you

don’t want to be out of business
for days or months on end. You
want to recover quickly. So,
this is what these frameworks
provide you,” Jackson said of
NIST.
Security solutions
Since Kroll itself is not
a developer of software and
hardware manufacturer, it can
independently help advise clients pick out the best solutions
for their company.
“We see companies buying
these very expensive solutions
and no idea how to deploy
them, or they buy these solutions before they’ve got a
governance framework, before
they’ve identified what they’re
actually protecting,” Jackson
said.
At the end of the day, however, tools and technology are
only a small part of the solution.
“Having the right people,
the right advisers is the greatest part of any effective security practice. It’s all about the
people,” Jackson stressed.
IMAGES BY: KROLL

JAY Gomez shares how
employees can protect themselves from cyber threats in
the face of an extended workfrom-home
assignment.
Formerly information security head and data protection
officer at ABS-CBN, he is
now based in Hong Kong as
senior vice president for cyber
risk at Kroll Associates (Asia)
Limited.
What are some of the common threats that WFH
employees are susceptible
to, especially those who use
personal computers?
During normal times, we
are protected by corporate infrastructure like firewalls, web
filtering and other measures.
However, when we went into
work-from-home mode last
year, corporate users started
using their own devices and
internet connection at home.
The WiFi access points of the
home network are usually not
secure, meaning they don’t use
encryption. That’s one issue.
Second, most personal
devices don’t have an antivirus,
they’re not even patched. There
are cases where the employee
uses pirated software, which
is a source of malware. Sometimes, we let family members
use our work-issued laptops
and they see sensitive or confidential information such as
personal or company data.
From a security standpoint, we don’t see what’s
going on with the employee’s
laptop. You may have data
loss protection software but if
the employee doesn’t connect
to your corporate network,
there’s no way to keep track
of whatever is going on.
Antivirus software can
only protect you to a certain
extent. If the virus or malware is a “zero-day,” meaning
the antivirus does not have
its signature, then there’s no
way to protect your computer
unless you have what we call
an endpoint detection and
response or EDR tool.
Actually, there are many
threats: your home network,
your software if you’re using
pirated ones, sharing your
computer with other users.
Updating of software is also
a problem. Let’s say you’re
using software applications
(for example, Oracle or SAP)

or a client-server application
that needs updating from time
to time or even the operating
system itself, if you’re not connected to your office network,
then it’s likely you’re not getting the right updates.
Should we use a VPN if we
work from home?
I highly recommend that
you do so. If Lopez Holdings,
for example, has a VPN for
corporate use, use that. You
can also subscribe to a VPN
for your own personal device.
Personally, I use a commercial
VPN (Private Internet Access)
for my laptop and phones.
What’s a 2FA? Do we really
need it?
Social media, web-based
email and any other application
that you subscribe to would
normally ask you to provide a
username and a password. But
most of them would allow you
to enable a feature called twofactor authentication (2FA)
or multifactor authentication
(MFA). 2FA’s principle, to put
it simply, is using what you
have and what you know. Like
with your ATM account, you
have the card and you know
the PIN code; if you don’t have
any of those, then you cannot
withdraw your money. It’s the
same with the username and
password. Even if hackers
happen to guess your password, but if they don’t have the
2FA which could either be a
PIN, Microsoft Authenticator, Google Authenticator or
your biometrics, then they’ll

still be unable to log into your
account. I recommend that
you download authenticator
software or put 2FA on your
phone. Or you can buy and use
YubiKey tokens or subscribe
to a password manager that
has 2FA or MFA features.
Your password must be a
“passphrase” with uppercase
and lowercase letters, special
characters and must be at least
15 to 16 characters. A password is easy to break, especially
if it’s a word that can be found
in the dictionary; sometimes
it’ll take a hacker only several
seconds to break it.
What initial steps can we
take to protect ourselves from
cybersecurity threats?
Prevention is the first
step. No. 1, use a complex
passphrase, use 2FA or MFA.
Second, don’t use the same
password or passphrase for
all your accounts. There’s
something called “credential
stuffing,” where hackers have
a database of usernames and
passwords that they use for all
applications on the chance that
you have the same password
for your banking account and
email account; once they guess
the password for one account,
they can actually log into the
rest of your accounts.
Don’t connect to your
neighbor’s WiFi. Use data
when you’re at the airport and
not the airport’s free WiFi.
Install legit software. Install
antivirus in your personal
computer and phone.

As much as possible,
don’t use personal computers
for work. However, there’s
something called MDM or
mobile device management
solution, where the company
can monitor work-related files
without looking at the rest of
your computer. They can even
do a remote deletion of workrelated files from the device
when necessary.
What are some telltale signs
of a breach?
If your personal device is
acting funky—sometimes it’s
very slow, or when you start the
browser it opens a lot of other
windows or browsers. When you
get a lot of emails that you don’t
normally receive, or when you
can’t access your account; that’s
a telltale sign that hackers were
able to log in and change your
credentials. A good indicator
also is when you receive 2FA/
MFA requests on your phone or
on Microsoft Authenticator or
Google Authenticator applications but you’re not logging into
any of your applications. That
means someone is trying to log
into your account using your
password but they don’t have
the 2FA/MFA, so the transaction cannot be consummated.
When this happens, change
your password/passphrase immediately.
Get in touch with Jay Gomez
at 0917-8135294 (Philippines),
+852-97373110 (Hong Kong)
or jay.gomez@kroll.com. Visit
www.kroll.com for more information.
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‘MathDali,’ Robi Domingo Up to P100K at stake in
bag awards in Gawad JUAN climate action ideathon
By Dianne Datu

By Michael Ramos

KNOWLEDGE
Channel’s
“MathDali” took home the Best
TV Show of the Year for Education award, while program host
Robi Domingo was named Best
TV Personality of the Year for
Education in Biyaya ni Juan’s
Gawad JUAN 2021.
“MathDali,” produced by
ABS-CBN and Knowledge
Channel Foundation Inc. since
2017, aims to help Grade 4 Filipino students face their fear in
learning math through easy-tounderstand video lessons hosted
by Domingo with math barkada
Igi Boy Flores, Vic Robinson, Joj
Agpangan and Jai Agpangan.
When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, Knowledge Chan-

nel relaunched “MathDali” as a
livestreaming show on Facebook
Live and on Kumu’s “School at
Home” block every Wednesday
after Kim Atienza’s “Knowledge
on the Go” livestream.
“I just want to thank Biyaya
ni Juan for this great recognition… despite what happened
to our network, [we] never
stopped and went back on our
promise which is to be always
‘in the service of Filipino’ no
matter what,” said Domingo.
In a social media voting
system done by Biyaya ni Juan,
“MathDali” bested four other educational shows, while Domingo
was nominated along with coach
Lyqa Maravilla who also hosts a

livestream show on Knowledge
Channel’s Facebook Live and on
“School at Home” on Kumu, Dr.
Winston Tiwaquen, Drew Arellano and Joyce Pring.
“I really want to congratulate
our fellow nominees… because
we appreciate all the people who
continuously make educational
platforms available especially for
the youth,” Domingo added.
Biyaya ni Juan is a youth-led
nonprofit organization based
in the Philippines which aims
to help Filipinos one at a time
through the collaborative work
of youth volunteers. For more
information on Biyaya ni Juan
and Gawad JUAN 2021, visit
facebook.com/BiyayaNiJuan.

First Gen recognized as active CSR
stakeholder of Agusan Canyon

FIRST Gen Corporation,
through its corporate social
responsibility group, presents
“Ideathon 2021: Innovate
for the Climate” starting this
month with the goal of engaging employees from First Philippine Holdings Corporation
(FPH) and its subsidiaries, as
well as the youth, in climate
action.
The virtual ideathon aims to
highlight the unique role of the
youth and forge collaboration
among the FPH community
in developing creative and innovative solutions to real-life
climate-related challenges.
Take on the climate challenge
“Innovate for the Climate” is
open for proposal submissions
from the youth and from FPH
and its subsidiaries.
Interested participants can
join as individuals or form a
team with a maximum of five
members. Ideas and proposals must tackle one of the five
priorities under the National
Climate Change Action Plan
and the FPH Climate Pillars:
water sufficiency, environment
and ecological stability, sustainable energy, waste management,
and knowledge and capacity
development.
Following the launch and
webinars in September, there
will be mentoring and coaching
sessions with experts in Octo-

ber to help
participants
develop their
proposals in
time for the
presentation, awarding
and
culmination
in November, when
the country
observes
National
Climate
Change
Consciousness Week.
There
will be one
winner for
each theme
from
the
youth and the FPH community
for a total of 10 winners. The
winning teams can receive up
to P100,000 in seed funding
to implement their projects in
their schools or chosen communities.
First Gen partners with
Ang Misyon Inc., Batangas
State University, FIRST College, FPH’s human resources
department and corporate sustainability group, Lyceum of the
Philippines University-Batangas, Lopez Group Foundation
Inc., University of Batangas
and Abot Tala Community

as co-implementers; and ClimateScience, Climate Change
Commission, Department of
Education, Living Laudato Si’,
Manila Observatory, OML
Center, the First Gen marketing group, The Climate Reality
Project Philippines, and Waves
for Water as resource speakers,
mentors or judges.
For participants from FPH
and its subsidiaries, register at
https://bit.ly/IFTC2021. For
youth participants, register at
https://bit.ly/youthIFTC2021.
For more information, email
csr@firstgen.com.ph.

Online profile lists First Gen ESG efforts
By Joel Gaborni
FG Bukidnon Power Corporation, a subsidiary of First Gen
Corporation, was cited by Brgy.
Agusan Canyon in Manolo
Fortich, Bukidnon as an active
CSR stakeholder for extending technical assistance to the
barangay’s capability building
and environmental efforts.
The recognition was given via
Zoom during First Gen’s ceremonial turnover of a plastic shredder
to Sangguniang Kabataan (SK)
Agusan Canyon on Aug. 4.
“We are so thankful to First
Gen for all the support given to
our projects in this time of pandemic,” Yendi Cachapero, SK
Agusan Canyon chairperson,
said as she presented the plaque
of appreciation to First Gen.
How it started
Since 2017, First Gen has
been conducting Create for the

Climate (CFTC), its flagship
program for the environment that
is anchored on Sustainable Development Goal 13 (climate action).
When First Gen brought
CFTC to Brgy. Agusan Canyon in 2019, it challenged the
community to come up with
projects that will address their
solid waste problem.
With the help of CFTC
coaches and climate reality leaders
from The Climate Reality Project
Philippines, SK Agusan Canyon
innovated their “free throw” bins
project into an ecobrick project.
“We observed that people are
having fun throwing their trash
in bins as if they’re playing basketball. So, we initially thought
of putting free throw bins around
the barangay instead of ordinary
trash bins…,” Cachapero shared.
SK Agusan Canyon, togeth-

er with the youth and barangay
health workers, then produces
ecobricks using plastic bottles
from the free throw bins.
The ecobricking project
bagged first place in CFTC’s
climate action plan competition.
Ripple effect
The single-shaft shredder
from First Gen will help SK
Agusan Canyon speed up the
creation of ecobricks.
“We are proud of the ripple
effect that [SK Agusan Canyon]
has created in [their] community
especially among the youth… For
helping us to fulfill our mission of
a regenerative future. We hope that
through the Create for the Climate program, we become more
responsible stewards of nature,”
Mitchel Bullecer, FG Bukidnon
Power Corporation community
relations specialist, said. (D. Datu)

FIRST Gen Corporation has
launched its online environmental, social and governance
(ESG) platform, a public, consolidated and searchable profile
on its website that summarizes
the company’s approach to sustainability.
“We are pleased to announce
the launch of First Gen’s online
ESG profile. By pioneering this
effort, we are early adopters of a
transparent, comprehensive and
real-time platform to share our
company-wide ESG commitments. While this summarizes
our ESG efforts, we also plan
to use this as a tool to benchmark against international best
practices,” said Valerie Dy SunLim, finance vice president and
head of First Gen’s Investor
Relations department.
Apart from providing insightful and easily accessible in-

formation on the positive impact
First Gen has across the three
ESG areas, the profile captures
the company’s strategic journey
towards regeneration and its
commitment to its stakeholders.
This profile allows stakeholders
to conveniently review and stay
in touch with First Gen’s rapidly
evolving ESG practices.
“As ESG standards gain
stronger traction globally, we acknowledge the need for greater
transparency and easier access
to companies’ ESG-related
information. This initiative is
a collaborative effort across the
business, including our external
partner, Churchgate Partners,”
said Dy Sun-Lim.
Churchgate Partners is an
international investor relations
firm providing market analysis
and communication solutions
across global capital markets

through ESG World, an online
proprietary platform it developed.
Sumir Bhardwaj, chairman
of Churchgate Partners, said:
“We are delighted to have partnered with First Gen in launching its ESG profile and leading
the way in the Philippines.
The profile succinctly captures
the multiple ESG touchpoints
being implemented across the
firm, management’s commitment to long-term sustainability and the highly impactful
nature of the underlying business as a clean fuel independent
power producer.”
“By viewing our online ESG
profile, you will learn about the
ways in which we support our
newly crafted mission of ‘forging collaborative pathways for a
decarbonized and regenerative
future,’” added Dy Sun-Lim.
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Celebrating victories, achieving new milestones
By Rina Lopez

THIS month, we celebrate National Teachers’ Month (NTM)
in line with Presidential Proclamation 242 formally declaring the celebration from Sept.
5 to Oct. 5. Republic Act 10743
designates Oct. 5 as National
Teachers’ Day concurrent with
UNESCO’s World Teachers’
Day as well.
Since the inception of
NTM, Knowledge Channel
Foundation Inc. (KCFI) has
been actively participating as
one of the first members of the
NTM Coordinating Council.
For this year, KCFI and ABSCBN have launched a video for
the National Prayer for Teachers featuring the cast of the series “He’s Into Her.” We are also
sharing some stories of teachers
in our “Kuwentong School at
Home” campaign. Be sure to
catch these on our Facebook
pages @knowledgechannel and
@knowledgechannelfoundation.
‘School at Home’ gets extension
Sept. 13 will be the first day
of school year 2021-2022 as
announced by the Department
of Education. Classes will still

be mostly virtual as face-to-face
classes seem to be unlikely until
next year. To help students continue their distance learning at
home, Knowledge Channel will
extend its “School at Home”
program. We started this last
year to help teachers, parents
and learners cope with the demands of distance learning.
“School at Home” features
24-hour programming with
specific time blocks or viewing
schedules for each grade level
from kinder to Grade 10 and
Alternative Learning System
or ALS. Viewers may watch
our video lessons on TV, online
and offline.
Despite losing the renewal
of the ABS-CBN franchise to
Congress, we remained relentless in finding alternative ways
to broadcast our video lessons
and reach as many Filipino
children as possible nationwide.
Thanks to partners like PCTA
[Philippine Cable and Telecommunications Association],
Cignal, SatLite, G Sat, A2Z
and SKYcable, we are able to
expand our reach to over 5 million households. We are also
fortunate to have BEAM as

our partner and, by October of
this year, Knowledge Channel
will be once again available on
digital TV boxes nationwide.
For teachers, we offered the
Knowledge Channel Portable
Media Library so they can use
our video lessons even without
internet access or TV signal.
KCFI is planning to conduct
a webinar series for parents in
the Lopez Group on how best
they may support their K-10
children with the Knowledge
Channel video lessons as these
learners learn remotely this

school year. We will announce
the dates and the meeting links
to the webinars through our
Facebook page and the HR
Council.
Awards from LCF, Biyaya ni
Juan
Through our continuous
efforts and relentless pursuit in
helping address the Philippine
learning crisis, we are thankful
for the recognitions we recently
received from two organizations.
First, thank you to the
League of Corporate Founda-

tions (LCF) for awarding to us
the distinction of Outstanding
CSR Project in Education in the
2021 LCF CSR Guild Awards
for our “School at Home” campaign. Second, thank you to the
youth organization Biyaya ni
Juan for recognizing our show
“MathDali” as Best TV Show
of the Year for Education and
its host Robi Domingo as Best
TV Personality of the Year for
Education in the 2021 Gawad
JUAN Awards.
While this pandemic continues to impact our lives in so

many unimaginable ways, these
victories we receive along the
way assure us that our choice
to remain “in the service of the
Filipino” is truly worth living
for.
Support the distance learning
of our Filipino children! Donate to
Knowledge Channel Foundation
so we can continue to provide free
access to over 1,500 video lessons
to teachers, parents and learners:
BPI Acct. No. 0201-0409-14.
For documentary purposes, email
us a copy of your deposit slip at
info@knowledgechannel.org.

Lifelong Wellness

‘Pagkaduling at pagkabanlag’: A parent’s guide to strabismus
By Charizze Henson
STRABISMUS happens when
the eyes are wandering or not
looking in the same direction.
One eye looks straight
ahead, while the other eye
turns inward (cross-eyed or
pagkaduling) or outward (walleyed or pagkabanlag). While
pagkaduling and pagkabanlag
are the most common ones,
there are cases where the other
eye may turn upward (hypertropia) or downward (hypotropia).
According to Asian Eye
Institute pediatric ophthalmologist and adult strabismus
specialist Dr. Norman Fajardo,
strabismus is a common eye
condition in children. However,
the condition may affect adults
as well.
How does this happen?
Fajardo explained that there
are six muscles for each eye that
control the movements and
alignment of the eyes.

Children can still have their eyes checked by Asian Eye’s pediatric eye
specialists despite the COVID-19 pandemic
“These muscles are attached
to the outside of the eye and
are controlled by the brain. All
these muscles should work and
move together—to the left,
right, up and down. If there is
one or two muscles that don’t

move well, strabismus may develop.”
Aside from eye muscles,
strabismus is associated with
an uncorrected high refractive error. In addition, previous
eye injuries, eye problems that

result in poor vision like cataracts, and disorders that affect
the brain such as cerebral palsy,
Down syndrome and stroke
may put you at risk for this eye
condition.
What are the warning signs?
Parents are strongly urged
to observe their children and
be proactive when it comes to
their eye health.
Fajardo noted: “Most kids
don’t complain about what they
are experiencing because they
think it’s normal. They think
having blurred vision is normal
because they can’t compare it
with their friends’ or siblings’
vision, or they don’t have any
alternative experience to relate
it with.”
The main sign of strabismus
is the misalignment of the eyes.
Those with less obvious misalignment are likely to experience double vision, headaches
and eyestrain.

What do parents need to do?
When parents start to notice
signs and symptoms, it’s best to
get the child’s eyes checked by a
pediatric eye specialist.
“Around 80% of children’s
learning is through their vision,”
Fajardo shared. “So the main
goal is to protect their vision to
aid their learning and development. So when we detect and
treat it early, their treatment
is likely to be more successful. We’re also able to prevent
complications like problems in
depth perception or 3D vision
and even lazy eye.”
Treatment
A routine comprehensive eye
exam will ensure that children
have clear, healthy vision. It
is important to get their eyes
screened at six months old and
get checked at three years old
or before they start going to
school. A Hirschberg test can
even be conducted at home.

“It’s a light reflex test to
quickly check the child’s eye
alignment. Parents don’t need
to worry about it because we
will be guiding them how to do
it,” Fajardo said.
Patients with strabismus
may be recommended to wear
prescription eyeglasses or eyeglasses with prisms, or undergo
active vision therapy or eye
muscle surgery. These treatments focus on improving eye
alignment and coordination.
Need to get your or your
child’s eyes checked? Asian
Eye has pediatric eye and adult
strabismus specialists, and has
clinics in Rockwell Makati,
TriNoma, SM Mall of Asia and
Commercenter Alabang. Book
a comprehensive eye checkup
at 8898-2020 or eyehelp@
asianeyeintitute.com. You may
try the teleconsultation service
by calling or texting 09178009103.
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Paulo, Janine caught in the middle as
families clash in ‘Marry Me, Marry You’
By Kane Choa

‘PBB Kumunity’ starts search
for housemates via Kumu
ABS-CBN’s “Pinoy Big Brother (PBB) Kumunity Season 10”
begins its search for new housemates as it gears up for another
season.
Auditions for the adult edition officially opened on Sept. 1
via Kumu. The upcoming 10th
regular season of “PBB” will
also feature celebrity and teen
editions.
“We wanted to give viewers something new. Matagal na
rin kasi na wala tayong celebrity
housemates na group. The last
one was ‘Lucky Season 7’ pa,”
said “PBB” creative head Marcus Vinuya at the virtual media
conference on Aug. 30.
Present at the event were
ABS-CBN entertainment production head and Star Magic
head Lauren Dyogi, and hosts
Toni Gonzaga, Bianca Gonzalez and Robi Domingo.
“Every time I see ex-housemates also getting their lives
better, it gives us the motivation and the drive to continue
with ‘PBB.’ Kasi ito talaga ‘yung
patuloy na kahit papano nagbabago ng buhay. That experience alone, of auditioning and
being a housemate, talagang
may maidudulot itong mabuti sa
inyo. On behalf of ABS-CBN
management, we would like
to thank Kumu for partnering
again with us for this new season,” Lauren said.

To audition for “PBB Kumunity Season 10,” hopefuls
need to download the Kumu app,
create an account and upload a
Kumu clip where he or she will
introduce oneself and use the
#PBBKumuAdults hashtag.
Auditions for the adult edition for those who are 20 to
40 years old will be until Sept.
30, while auditions for the teen
edition, for those 15 to 19 years
old, will begin on Dec. 1 and
will use #PBBKumuTeens. (K.
Choa)

CAN two lovers still get their
fairy-tale ending despite the
clashing ideals of their families?
Paulo Avelino and Janine
Gutierrez struggle to strike
a balance between love and
family in ABS-CBN’s “Marry Me, Marry You.”
Camille ( Janine) is a bubbly
and hardworking lady who,
after the death of her mother,
found her one big happy family in her godmothers Elvie,
Marvi and Paula (Cherry Pie
Picache, Vina Morales and
Sunshine Dizon).
Andrei (Paulo) is a career-driven man who comes
from a broken family. He is
not close to his father Emilio
(Edu Manzano) and stepmom
Laviña (Teresa Loyzaga), and

often comes off as cold and
arrogant. He struggles to find
happiness due to his trust issues and fear of commitment.
The worlds of Andrei and
Camille collide one night when
they almost get into a car accident. The two meet again by
chance and start falling in love
as they give each other brandnew perspectives on life.
Adding conflict to their
relationship are Andrei’s exgirlfriend Patricia (Iana Bernardez) and best friend Cedric ( Jake Ejercito).
Directed by Dwein Baltazar and Jojo Saguin, “Marry
Me, Marry You” also stars
Lito Pimentel, Joko Diaz,
Jett Pangan, EJ Jallorina, Luis
Vera Perez, Fino Herrera,
Meanne Espinosa, Mariella

Laurel,
Adrian
Lindayag, Keann
Johnson, Analain
Salvador and Angelica Lao.
The
series,
which premiered
on the iWantTFC app (iOS
and Android) and
on iwanttfc.com
on Sept. 11, airs
weekdays at 9:20
p.m. on Kapamilya
Channel, Kapamilya Online Live,
A2Z Channel and
TV5. Viewers outside of the Philippines can catch it
on The Filipino
Channel on cable
and IPTV.

caption

BINI, BGYO prep for P-pop’s 1st sibling concert
LESS than a year after their
official launches, P-pop’s fastrising stars BINI and BGYO
have enjoyed several milestones
with their fans: BINI’s music
video for their debut single,
“Born to Win,” was featured
on MTV Asia, while BGYO
landed in the number one spot
on Billboard’s global Next Big
Sound chart, coinciding with
the release of their single “The
Baddest.”
Now, BINI and BGYO are
set to make history with their
sibling concert—the first in
P-pop—called “One Dream:
The BINI x BGYO Concert,”
which will be streamed worldwide on Nov. 6 and 7 on KTX.
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PH, iWantTFC and TFC
IPTV.
“One Dream: The BINI
x BGYO Concert” will be the
first two-day concert in the
Philippines to feature a unique
repertoire per day.
The Nov. 6 show will be
filled with electrifying performances, collaborations on fanfavorite songs and numbers by
surprise guest artists. On Nov.
7, BINI and BGYO will present more live collabs, sub-unit
performances and a fan meet
on KTX.PH.

BINI members Aiah, Colet, Maloi, Gwen, Stacey, Mikha, Jhoanna and Sheena

WORLD-CLASS entertainment is at your fingertips as
SKY continues to bring Primetime Emmy Awards-nominated shows from HBO and
HBO Max via the HBO cable
channel or through an HBO
GO subscription.
In the 73rd Primetime Emmy
Awards on Sept. 20 (Philippine
time), HBO and HBO Max
lead the competition in total
nominations with 130 entries
in various categories.
Among HBO’s most nominated shows are the 2020 horror-drama series “Lovecraft

Country” with 18, “Mare of
Easttown” with 16 and British
drama series “I May Destroy
You” with nine.
Other HBO titles available
on HBO GO also compete for
their respective distinctions in
the Emmys, with “The Flight
Attendant” (nine nominations),
“Friends: The Reunion” (four),
“Perry Mason” (four), “Euphoria” (three) and “The Undoing”
(two) vying for awards.
SKY subscribers can catch
these Emmy-nominated shows
and more on the HBO and
HBO HD cable channels or via

Fans who want to buy the
SVIP tickets, which are priced
at P1,950 or $39.99, will be able
to watch the two shows and join
the fan meet on KTX.PH. VIP
tickets will be sold at P1,490
or $29.99 on KTX.PH, iWantTFC and TFC IPTV and
will provide access to the two
shows.
Purchase your tickets now
to watch “One Dream: The
BINI x BGYO Concert,” on
Nov. 6 and 7 on KTX.PH,
iWantTFC and TFC IPTV. (K.
Choa)

All the Emmy-nominated shows from
HBO you want to watch are on SKY!

an HBO GO subscription for
as low as P99 a month. HBO
GO comes free when they subscribe to HBO PAK for P149

a month via SKYcable Select
and comes with access to other
HBO channels. Visit mysky.
com.ph/hbogo to learn more.

